One Page Instruction for the First Time Visitors to RIKEN

1. from NARITA airport to Wako-shi station
1) The most popular way: Keisei-line (Skyliner), JR Yamanote-line, Tobu Tojo-line. total ~1h56m
Narita Airport (成田空港) 56 min. 1000 yen + 920 yen Keisei-line (京成線)Skyliner (スカイライナー) 7:49 - 22:00 every ~30 min.
or (65 min. 1000 yen Keisei-line (京成線) Local Express (特急)) 6:07 - 22:41 every ~20 min.
Nippori (日暮里)
12 min. 5 stops, 160 yen JR Yamanote-line (山手線) for Ikebukuro-Shinjuku direction （池袋、新宿方面)
Ikebukuro (池袋)
12 min. 2 stops (for Rapid), 240 yen, Tobu Tojo-line (東武 東上線) for Kawagoe-shi direction
Wako-shi (和光市)
5 min. by TAXI (660 - 780 yen), 15 min. on foot (without heavy luggage !)
2) Alternative way: JR Narita-Express
Narita Airport
82 min. 1450 yen + 1660 yen JR Narita-Express for Ikebukuro, Note: Only listed ones go to Ikbebukuro.
(dep. time @Terminal 1, 7:42, 8:52, 10:16, 11:16, 12:16, 13:16, 14:43, 16:43, 17:13, 18:46, 19:13, 19:43, 21:43 )
Ikebukuro (池袋)
12 min. 2 stops (for Express and Rapid), 240 yen, Tobu Tojo-line (東武 東上線) for Kawagoe-shi direction
Wako-shi (和光市)
A0. TAXI services
Use of TAXI from NARITA to RIKEN is possible, but costs >25,000 yen. If you prefer TAXI to avoid subways, it is
recommended to use it from Keisei-UENO (The terminal of Keisei-Skyliner Express, next to Nippori). It costs
about 5,600 yen (daytime) or 7,800 yen (midnight). Or from Ikebukuro, it costs 3,700 yen (daytime) or 4820 yen
(midnight). The price may be changed depending on traffic. You can show the driver the following address in Japanese:
和光市広沢2-1、理化学研究所 (川越街道の笹目通りとの和光陸橋先、ホンダの向い。外環側道沿に西門入
り口）
A1. Luggage transportation service from Airport.
You can send suit cases from Airport to Hotel with ~1700 yen, then receive it next day. If the destination is located
within RIKEN (Nishina Lodge, International House-H), it will arrive on only next weekday.

2. Accomodation
1) Hotel TOYOKO-INN is located in front of the Wako-shi station.
2) Nishina Lodge (#35) and International House-H (#37) are located inside RIKEN Campus. They are rather far from
the West-gate, it is recommnded to continue to ride on the TAXI even after getting the key at the West-Gate of
RIKEN. You can show the Campus map in the revese side. There is an construction of new accelerator building, you
cannot reach the lodges directly by a TAXI but ~50 m behind the lodge (around #38).
3) Cafeterias in RIKEN campus open only weekday. You can find restaurants on the way to Wako-shi station, or find
a convinience store behind the International house-H (outside Campus, close to Saitama-Hospital).

3. RIKEN Wako Campus

